
A library is not a space for reading books but it is getting to develop a strong tendency to become 
a space where people who want  space for learning gather while information and things are 
aggregated and become  more compact.Learning can be anywhere because of  the compactness 
and the more the action of ''learning'' is expanded, the harder  expecting  the action is.
We propose a space continuing to optimize to any situation in the future that the  further changes  
will appear because of applying of VR and AI through we design the space which is able to change 
the ratio of  ''public learning space'' and ''private learning space'' effciently and the possibility that 
objects can change to spaces and spaces can change to objects.
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Firstly, the function of a library was reading a book or accumulating books or documents. Most of 
the people visited there to get information and knowledge. This is the first stage like a picture on the 
left side. After that, because of digitalization, we got to be able to get information easier. Thus, the 
function of the library is seemed to be changed, which is for learning. It is shown in the middle of 
the pictures.  In addition, nowadays a learning space is more likely to be an open space not to limit 
our activity. The picture on the right side shows it. However, a learning space like a meeting area or 
studying area, where are needed surrounded spaces, is still separated from an open space.
Therefore, for the future, we suggest a new type of public space as a learning space which should be 
optimized with crossing some scales according to our demands.

A seminar room is not flexible so much because it should be closed. On the other 

hand, it’s size should be changed depends on the scale of a seminar. This is an 

example that the seminar room is expanded to the other floor by using a big stair 

composed by chairs. Using difference of floor level, you can make a big seminar 

room. You can arrange the other parts, and the percentage of each function is 

changed depends on situation. For example, in the case of before examinations, as 

comparing the circle diagram and axonometric, studying oasis is expanded in this 

case.

This is the zoning for ordinary times, which means every rooms is existing and the 

scale of seminar room is for about 20 people. The shape of stair is changed to face 

not only to seminar room but also to common space. As the axonometric, now the 

studying pods aren’t surrounded and it also looks like common space. However, 

of course you can do that by using movable walls. You can arrange common and 

private space. As comparing the diagram surrounded by circle and axonometric, the 

shape of some tables are changed because of the number of users. Using foldable 

walls, you can make many kinds of tables depends on a demanding.

What if there is no seminar? Using a big space as a common space is the best 
solution in the point of using space efficiently. The shape of stairs is changed like a 
mountain, and it looks arranged randomly to lead people to do something. In the 
axonometric, the percentage of common space is about 45%, but if you need more 
space for studying pods, of course, you can change it. This is shown by the diagram 
surrounded by a circle. We try to make a relationship between common space and 
learning space which is normally closed. It would be changed as you want. This is an 
important relationship to make space optimize depends on the situations.
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